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PUEBLO DEL SOL EXPERIENCE 
Tour available to the mountains departure 7:45 AM return 5:30 pm, located 45 minutes outside
of Puerto Escondido, in a small town called Guarumbo. Disconnect and connect with nature
and the wonderful activities that we have in Pueblo Del Sol.
Get to know our coffee fields, express zipline trips, visit the apiaries, from where we get all our
honey and personal care products that are 70% honey and 100% organic, in addition to a ceramic
class and a short walk under the trees. INCLUDED BREAKFAST AND LUNCH.
1 - 2 people $172.00 USD  /3-8 people $137.00 USD  

BIOLUMINISCENCIA 
Departure time 8:00 pm, we go to the Laguna de Manialtepec which is located 25 minutes from
Puerto Escondido, where we will board a boat, to go in search of plankton or better known as
bioluminescence, once we arrive at the place we will have 1 hour to appreciate this wonderful
phenomenon, it can be appreciated from the boat or swim inside the lagoon.
$145.00 USD per person 

PUNTA COMETA 
Departure at 4:00 pm, Sunset experience, located in Mazunte, 45 min from Puerto Escondido,
where you will appreciate where the sea and the sky meet, the highest point on the Oaxaca
coast. 20 min hiking to get there.
$128.75 USD per person

SUNSET & BIOLUMINISCENCIA  
Departure at 4:00 pm, you will enjoy nature with a beautiful sunset, touring the lake observing
different birds and mangroves until you reach the beach port ground where you will enjoy a
warm bonfire and burning of marshmellows, back is when you observe the bioluminescence
phenomenon.
$197.50 USD  per person

CHACAHUA LAGOON 
All day tour, Island of Africa located on the coasts of Oaxaca, this is how Chacahua is known,
in a town called Zapotalito, where we will board a boat, to visit the national park, observing
different species of birds, False islands, true islands and mangrove labyrinths later we arrive at
the bay to swim and enjoy some delicious seafood fresh from the sea, we can also appreciate a
beautiful sunset and the phenomenon of bioluminescence.
$224.50 USD  per person

TOUR DEL CIELO 
We head into the jungle for a traditional breakfast at the Pueblo del Sol. continue with the
coffee experience and full of energy to have the adventure on the zip line with the best view
between the jungle and the sea, to finish with a relaxing pottery class where we will connect
with mother earth.
1 - 2 people $125 USD  /3-8 people $100.00 USD  

MAGIC TOWNS (VENTANILLA, MAZUNTE, ZIPOLITE Y PUERTO ANGEL)
Departure time at 10 am, first stop in the La Ventanilla ecological zone, where we can observe
iguanas, crocodiles and even in their natural habitat, second stop, Mazunte, magical town and
natural cosmetics factory, also visit to the Mexican center of the Tortuga, third stop, Zipolite
(naked beach) time to relax and have a refreshing drink, fourth and last stop, in Puerto
Angelito, where we will taste a small meal with local seafood.
$145.00 USD per person 

PADDLE BOARD
There are schedules available morning, afternoon and night, it consists of the rental of a table
to paddle within the manialtepec lake, duration of the tour two hours.
$257.00 USD per person

HUATULCO BAYS 
All day tour, Island of Africa located on the coasts of Oaxaca, this is how Chacahua is known,
Tour the 9 famous bays of Huatulco, take a double-decker boat tour and enjoy a delicious meal
by the sea. We will visit the lighthouse, a loom factory, closing with a mezcal tasting.
$250.00 USD per person

SUNRISE WITH DOLPHINS 
Departure at 6.30 am, tour of approx 3 and a half hours, dolphin watching in the open sea,
where you can also see turtles and a lot of marine life. 
$112.50 USD per person /Private Tour : $205.00 USD per person

FISHING TOUR 
Includes material for fishing and private boat. 4 hours in a private boat.It requieres a minimum
of 4 people. 
$375.00 USD  per person 

TURTLE RELEASE
Tour of 1 hour and a half approx, departure at 5 pm, Sunset experience. A unique and
educational experience about marine life, you will help the turtles freeing them and guiding
them on their way to the sea so that they can reach the ocean at the same time that we generate
awareness about the care of our planet.
$112.50 USD per person

PRICE ARE IN USD PER PERSON



CASCADAS DE LA REFORMA
All day tour, located in a town 1 hour and a half from Puerto Escondido called La Reforma,
incredible landscapes during the journey to the waterfall, arriving at the place you have to walk
15 min to the waterfall, 60 meters high form the beautiful waterfall.
1-4 people $197.50 USD /5-9 people $277.20 USD
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TIROLESA 
Activity an hour and a half towards the southern mountains, we will arrive at San Juan Lachao,
you will visit its church, and then take a 20-minute walk up the river until we reach the
maximum point of the adventure in the zip line.
$251.00 USD  per person

HOT SPRING 
Activity 30 minutes from Puerto Escondido, we will arrive in Mainaltepec, we will ride a horse
for 1 hour until we reach the hot springs to take a delicious bath for two hours, the return is
also on horseback.
$218.75 USD per person

CITY TOURS 
To get to know better Puerto Escondido and its beaches, we will get a boat in the Main Bay to
see the beaches and observe the sea turtles, with the probability of seeing dolphins and other sea
animals, continuing with the tour by land we will visit the looms, coffee and chocolate in
BINISA coffe shop, and then stop in the mezcalera where they will be able to taste the different
mezcals and finally they will know the two main markets of Puerto Escondido.
$171.00 USD per person

SURF LESSONS 
Activity carried out in Carrizalillo beach, includes table, special shirt and theoretical class for
30 min, as well as special accompaniment for 1 hour and a half in the water if required.
$80.00 USD per person

HORSEBACK RIDING AT SUNSET
Activity of 1 hour during the sunset in Casona Sforza, enjoy an incredible evening horseback
riding enjoying the sunset, finishing a mini picnic with a bottle of house wine + botanita (dried
fruits).
$75.00 USD  per person

JUQUILA VISIT
All day tour, located 2 hours from Puerto Escondido, in the  mountains of Oaxaca, is the
sanctuary of the Virgin of Juquilita, visiting hundreds of people every day of the year.
 1-4 people $172.50 USD /5-9 people $224.10 USD  

TAXI SERVICE 

La punta
Zicatela
Carrizalillo
Bacocho
Airport (one way) 
Casa Wabi (round trip)
Omakase (round trip)
Mazunte, Zipolite, San Agustinillo, Puerto Angel

PRICE IN USD

$10
$10 
$15
$15
$22.5
$23
$125
$145 (round trip) $65 (one
way)

SURFBOARD RENTAL
$80.00 USD per person

Casona Sforza
La Barra de Colotepec, Puerto Escondido

 Oaxaca , MX
reservaciones@casonasforza.com

México: 55 1328 4105
USA y el Resto del Mundo: 956 552 9774

PRICE ARE IN USD PER PERSON
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